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Abstract: Loss of function of the hippocampus or frontal cortex is associated with reduced performance on memory tasks in which subjects are incidentally exposed to cues at specific places in the environment and are subsequently asked to recollect the location at which the cue was experienced. Here, we examined the roles of the rodent hippocampus and frontal cortex in cue-directed attention during encoding of memory for the location of a single incidentally experienced cue. During a spatial sensory preconditioning task, rats explored an elevated platform while an auditory cue was incidentally presented at one corner. The opposite corner acted as an unpaired control location. The rats demonstrated recollection of location by avoiding the paired corner after the auditory cue was in turn paired with shock. Damage to either the dorsal hippocampus or the frontal cortex impaired this memory ability. However, we also found that hippocampal lesions enhanced attention directed towards the cue during the encoding phase while frontal cortical lesions reduced cue-directed attention. These results suggest that the deficit in spatial sensory preconditioning caused by frontal cortical damage may be mediated by inattention to the location of cues during the latent encoding phase, while deficits following hippocampal damage must be related to other mechanisms such as generation of neural plasticity.
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1. Introduction

As organisms experience their environment, they may incidentally encode the location at which particular objects or events occur and then retrieve that information later if it becomes useful. The ability of humans to latently encode and then retrieve details about the context or location in which an object or event was experienced has been referred to as source memory (1), and there has been interest in developing reduced or simplified procedures to test this memory capacity. Simplified models, and in particular procedures in which memory can be assessed without collection of verbal responses, are necessary in functional imaging studies (2, 3), and in studies of young children or animals (4).

In one common source memory procedure (3, 5-8) subjects are asked to perform a task that requires them to attend to images of objects that are incidentally presented at different quadrants on a screen. Then in a later test phase, the images are presented at the screen center and participants are asked to respond whether the object is new or previously seen (as a test of item recognition), and if it was previously seen, to indicate the original screen location (as a test of source memory recollection). This task has been used during functional imaging studies of source memory (2, 3, 7). In other source memory studies, subjects have been asked to recollect in what color font recognized words were originally presented (9), whether recognized sentences were originally presented in a male or female voice (10), or where remembered trivia items were originally learned (11).
Activity in the hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex is correlated with both accurate encoding of source information and with later recollection of that information (2, 3, 7). Reduced performance on source memory tests is a primary characteristic of age-related memory decline that begins progressing around age 30, while recognition of previously experienced cues is maintained until later in life (12). Beginning around age 30, increasing age is associated with reduced size and function of the prefrontal cortex, and later in life increasing age is associated with reduced size and function of the hippocampus (13, 14). As aging differentially affects memory abilities that depend on these structures, reduced source memory ability experienced earlier in life may be accounted for by reduced size and function of the frontal cortex while increasing difficulty with cue recognition along with source memory deficit experienced later in life may be related to an additional hippocampal deficit (10, 14). Damage to the frontal cortex impairs attention to novel cues (15, 16) and it has been suggested that source memory deficits associated with loss of frontal cortical function may be accounted for by reduced cue-directed attention (17). Structures in the medial temporal lobe such as the hippocampus have also been implicated in cue-directed attention (18).

Through animal models of source memory, more precise information can be teased apart regarding which brain structures are involved in attention to environmental cues and with encoding of contextual information. Numerous types of tasks have been developed in which subjects learn the location at which a food reward was experienced, and where and when (or within which context) particular foods were experienced (reviewed by (19)). Rats have been shown to be able to remember source information about a chocolate reward consisting of whether contact with the chocolate was self-generated (by encountering chocolate while walking along a runway) or experimenter-generated (by being placed at the chocolate by an experimenter) (20). There have also been tasks in which subjects remember the location at which neutral cues were incidentally experienced, or where and when neutral cues were experienced (reviewed by (21)).

The development of such studies in animals can be traced back to the classic studies of latent spatial learning by Tolman (22). In one such study, (23) rats explored a T-Maze that had food contained within differentiated, removable end-boxes. One of the end-boxes was then placed in another room, and the rats received electric shock in it. When placed back on the maze, the rats reliably avoided the arm leading to the box in which they had been shocked. In order to complete this task, the rats must first latently encode the locations of the control and paired boxes, then during the test they must recall which box would be encountered with a left or right turn in order to avoid the box in which they had been shocked off-site.

We have used an analogous task involving single-trial discriminative sensory preconditioning of spatial and auditory cues. It is a rodent analog of minimized source memory procedures that involve incidental encoding and then recollection of the location at which sensory cues incidentally occurred, except that in human versions of the task subjects are asked to latently encode and then recall the source locations of multiple cues (12). The preconditioning task occurred as rats explored an elevated square platform, and involved a single pairing of the spatial cues associated with one corner and auditory cue. The opposite corner served as an unpaired control. The following day, we assessed recollection of information about the location at which the cue was delivered by pairing the auditory signal with mild foot shock and then assessing avoidance of its former spatial location. Because the task occurs on an open table top, we can capture indexes of attention to the cue during the source memory encoding phase by looking for cue-directed behaviors. Then we can independently assess recollection of the cue location at test. Thus, we can determine whether any lesion-induced deficit in source memory may be related to reduced attention to the cue, or whether deficits in other processes must be occurring such as in storage of information in the brain.

We have demonstrated that lesion of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) impairs performance in this spatial sensory preconditioning task (24, 25). Here, we assessed any role for the dorsal hippocampus. Moreover, we assessed cue-directed orientation behaviors of subjects during the encoding phase to determine whether reduction of cue-directed attention may play a role in source memory deficits following either frontal cortical or hippocampal damage.
2. Methods

2.1. Dorsal Hippocampal Lesions

Forty male albino Wistar rats (330-550 g) were anaesthetized with Na-Pentobarbital (60 mg/kg, i.p.) and given either bilateral excitotoxic lesions to the dorsal hippocampus or sham surgeries. The excitotoxin injection coordinates were 2.8 mm posterior and ±1.6 mm lateral to bregma, and then 3.3 mm ventral to dura; and 4.2 mm posterior and ±2.6 mm lateral to bregma, and then 3.0 mm ventral to dura. The lesioning agent was a 0.4 µl volume of NMDA (20 µg/µl) in phosphate-buffered saline. Each injection was 80 sec duration, and the needle was left in place for an additional 220 sec to allow diffusion. Twenty rats received infusions, and twenty control rats received identical surgeries except that the needle was held in place at each target site for 300 sec with no infusion. Lingocaine HCl was injected alongside the incision at the time of surgery, and the rats received a nonsteroidal analgesic for two days after surgery. A two-week recovery period was given before behavioral procedures. All procedures were approved by the University of New England Animal Ethics Committee.

2.2. Preconditioning of Spatial and Auditory Cues.

The subjects were first habituated to a fear conditioning chamber 20 min a day on three consecutive mornings to limit development of an association between the chamber context and shock unconditioned stimulus during the later conditioning phase. On the afternoon of Day 3 (four hours after the third habituation session), the subjects were allowed to explore a 90 x 90 cm elevated black glass tabletop in a 2.5 m by 3 m training room for 200 sec. The room was indirectly illuminated by an 11 W florescent floor lamp, a string of LED lights, and an electroluminescent nightlight placed along the walls along with other spatial cues. A speaker (4 Ω) was placed 55 cm off each corner of the platform, and a camera was mounted directly above the platform. On the afternoon of Day 4, the rats were allowed to explore the elevated platform for 400 sec during a preconditioning session. During this time, an auditory cue (a train of 59 dB, 80 ms white noise pulses plus 20 ms onset and offset ramps, repeated at 2 Hz) was played from one of the speakers beginning 200 sec into the session and continuing for 100 sec. The location of the active speaker was randomly assigned for each subject in a counterbalanced manner, so that each subject received a corner paired with the cue and an opposite unpaired control corner in a within-subjects design.

On the morning of Day 5, the subjects were returned to the conditioning chambers for a fear conditioning session. Five trials were administered, separated by 8 min intervals. The conditioned stimulus was the same as during the preconditioning session at 59 dB inside the chamber, terminating with the onset of a 1 sec, 1.0 mA foot shock. Four hours after this conditioning session, the subjects were returned to the elevated platform and allowed to freely explore for 400 sec. The first 200 sec of this period was without programmed stimulation, and then the rats were allowed to continue exploring while the auditory cue was played from the original corresponding speaker for an additional 200 sec. The behavior of the subjects on the platform was recorded with the overhead camera at one frame per second.

2.3. Analysis of Video Recordings

We developed two scripts in Matlab (the MathWorks Inc.) to analyze the video recordings. One script automatically tracked the coordinates of the center of the subject’s body in each frame of the recording. From these coordinates, we calculated the distance between the subject and the corner of the platform nearest the active speaker, and also detected periods of immobility which we defined as periods in which the subject did not move more than 0.4 cm between two frames. The other script was used to analyze head orientation with reference to the active speaker. An experimenter (blind to group assignments) used mouse input to indicate the location of the active speaker and then, for every oddly-numbered frame (i.e. every two seconds in the recording), to indicate the location of the nose tip and the area directly between the subject’s ears. Head angle relative to the active speaker location was then automatically calculated. If the subject was grooming, or the head angle was
otherwise not visible, then that was indicated by the user and data from those frames was not used for generation of the averaged head orientation.

We also analyzed archived video recordings of the sensory preconditioning session of an experiment conducted by Rawson et al. (25) to determine head orientation to the cue of subjects with a lesion to the mPFC. In that study, we infused 0.07 M quinolinic acid in phosphate buffered saline into two sites on each side of the frontal cortex. These sites were 3.5 mm anterior and 0.6 mm lateral to bregma, and then 5.2 mm ventral to dura; and 2.5 mm anterior and 0.6 mm lateral to bregma, and then 5.0 mm ventral to dura. The experiment conducted by Rawson et al. used the same behavioral procedures as the current study.

2.3. Histology

The rats were deeply anaesthetized with Na-pentobarbital and perfused transcardially with physiological saline, followed by 10% formal saline. The brains were removed and placed into a sucrose-formalin solution for a minimum of six days. Using a freezing microtome, 50 µm coronal sections were cut and plated onto microscope slides for staining with cresyl violet. Digital images of coronal sections at 2.4 mm, 3.12 mm, 3.84 mm, and 4.56 mm posterior to bregma were collected. Lesion extent was indexed by an experimenter blind to subject performance with reference to surviving hippocampal neural tissue in a control subject. This was done by using the image thresholding function of Adobe Photoshop to obtain a count of pixels in the surviving hippocampal cell fields of a sham-lesioned subject and comparing that with the number of pixels in the surviving neural tissue in the hippocampus of lesioned subjects.

3. Results

3.1. Hippocampal lesion

The residual dorsal hippocampus size of the lesioned subjects was characterized as $20.0\% \pm 3.6\%$ (mean $\pm$ s.e.) of sham and ranged from $0\%$ to $55\%$ of sham-treated subjects (figure 1).

![Figure 1: An index of lesion in each subject was obtained when digital images of the dorsal hippocampus were subjected to a greyscale threshold so that the area within the cell body layers of the surviving dorsal hippocampus was calculated. (a) Gray-scale and thresholded images of a control subject. (b) Images of a lesioned subject.](image.png)
3.2. Hippocampal lesions and cue-directed attention

Subjects with hippocampal lesions displayed greater cue-directed responses during exposure to the novel cue, in that they approached the active speaker more than control subjects when the auditory cue was initially presented in the encoding phase. Figure 2a shows the distance between the lesioned and control treated subjects and the corner of the platform nearest the active speaker at baseline and at sequential 25 sec time bins after cue onset. A mixed design ANOVA on the distance between the subjects and the target corner in the sequential 25 sec time blocks after cue onset revealed a significant effect of treatment group (F(1,35) = 5.46, p < .03) in which the lesioned rats approached the cue more than the sham control subjects. There was also a significant main effect of time after cue onset (F(3,105) = 4.87, p < .01). Increased attention to the cue by lesioned subjects was not seen in head direction responses. Subjects with hippocampal lesions expressed cue-elicited head direction responses towards the location of the active speaker that were similar in size to control subjects (Figure 2b). A mixed design ANOVA on head angle relative to the cue for sequential 25 sec time bins after cue onset showed a significant main effect of sequential time bin (F(3,105) = 5.81, p < .01) but no significant effect of group (F(1,35) = 0.23, ns), or interaction between time and group (F(3,105) = 0.29, ns). We also looked at amount of time spent immobile (Figure 2c). A mixed design ANOVA on number of seconds spent immobile for sequential 25 sec time bins after cue onset showed a significant main effect of sequential time bin (F(3,105) = 11.52, p < .01) no significant effect of group (F(1,35) = 0.44, ns), or interaction between time and group (F(3,105) = 0.41, ns).

Figure 2: Hippocampus and cue-directed attention. (a) The distance between the subjects and the corner of the platform nearest the active speaker is plotted during the sensory preconditioning session 100 sec exposure to the auditory cue and the immediately preceding baseline period. Subjects with lesions to the dorsal hippocampus approached the active speaker at cue outset more than control subjects. (b) The head angle relative to the location of the active speaker during the baseline period and cue exposure is plotted. There was no difference between groups in head orientation change towards the location of the auditory cue. (c) The number of seconds spent immobile during the baseline period and after cue onset is plotted. Subjects with lesions to the dorsal hippocampus were immobile the same amount of time as controls. There was an effect of time after cue onset in which there was greater immobility soon after cue onset than in later periods.
Due to the larger approach to the cue by subjects in the lesioned group than controls at the outset of cue exposure, we assessed average distance to the target corner in the two groups across the habituation and pre-exposure sessions. Rats have been shown to direct greater exploration to novel than familiar locations in mazes (26), and greater cue-elicited exploration of the area of the platform near the cue could account for any observed avoidance of that corner at the test phase in our study. However, there was no difference between groups in the overall distance to the target corner when averaged across the 600 sec total of the habituation and preconditioning sessions ($t(35) = 0.88$, ns). The lesioned group was on average 67.7 ± 2.5 cm from the target corner during these sessions, while the control group was 70.3 ± 1.7 cm from the corner. We also assessed baseline locomotion speed (i.e. before any stimulus delivery during the initial 200 sec of habituation to the platform on Day 3). The lesioned and control rats travelled 4.3 ± .59 and 4.9 ± .43 cm/sec respectively, and there was no significant difference in generalized locomotion between the groups ($t(34) = 0.95$, ns).

### 3.3 Hippocampal lesions and memory for cue location

For purposes of analysis the test session was divided into 2 phases, consisting of the 200 sec baseline period and then 200 sec during delivery of the cue (Figure 3). A mixed-design ANOVA indicated a significant interaction between group and test phase on the distance between the subject and the target corner ($F(1,35) = 7.11$, $p < .02$). Bonferroni’s t comparisons showed that before the cue was exposed to the subjects at test, the control subjects were significantly farther from the target corner compared to the lesioned subjects ($p < .05$), indicating greater recall and avoidance of that location. However, after the cue came on, the lesioned group moved to be significantly farther from the target corner than they were before cue onset ($p < .05$), and there was no significant difference between groups in distance from the target corner while the cue was playing. These results indicate that during the test baseline period, rats with hippocampal lesions failed to recollect and avoid the location at which the cue had been experienced the previous day. Yet, rats with hippocampal lesions were able to avoid the cue itself when it was presented at test, indicating they were capable of avoidance responding.

Figure 3: Hippocampus and recollection of cue location. The distance between the subjects and the corner of the platform nearest the active speaker is plotted during the test session. The lesioned subjects avoided the corner near the active speaker less than control subjects during baseline. After cue onset, the lesioned subjects moved away from the cue and avoided the corner near the active speaker the same as control subjects.

Because we found a high variance in the extent of dorsal hippocampal lesions (from 0% to 55% remaining hippocampal cell fields in the lesioned subjects), we were able to correlate extent of surviving hippocampus to performance in this task. A Pearson correlation between percent surviving hippocampus and distance from the target corner during the test before cue onset was not statistically significant ($r = -0.29$, ns), suggesting similar efficacy of the lesions in producing the source memory deficit regardless of size.

### 3.4 Medial prefrontal cortical lesions and cue-directed attention

We have previously used these behavioral procedures to show that subjects with lesions to the medial prefrontal cortex are deficient at spatial sensory preconditioning (25). Here, we have analyzed the video recordings collected during that study to assess whether those subjects were also deficient...
at cue-directed orientation during the preconditioning phase. Subjects with lesions to the mPFC expressed smaller responses to the location of the active speaker during the onset of initial exposure to cue (Figure 4) which is the opposite effect of hippocampal lesion. The subjects in the frontal cortical lesion group approached the active speaker less than control subjects when the auditory cue was initially presented, and they displayed less head orientation towards the active speaker. A mixed design ANOVA on the distance between the subjects and the target corner in the sequential 25 sec time blocks after cue onset revealed a significant interaction between treatment group and time ($F(3,105) = 2.88$, $p < .05$). Bonferroni’s t comparisons showed that the control subjects were significantly closer to the target corner compared to the lesioned subjects within the 1-25 sec and 25-50 sec time bins after stimulus onset ($p < .05$). A further mixed design ANOVA on the angle between the head direction and the active speaker in the sequential 25 sec time blocks after cue onset revealed a significant interaction between treatment group and time ($F(3,105) = 4.13$, $p < .01$). Bonferroni’s t comparisons showed that the control subjects orientated their head to the active speaker significantly more than the lesioned subjects during the 1-25 sec and 25-50 sec time bins after stimulus onset ($p < .05$). A mixed design ANOVA on number of seconds spent immobile during sequential 25 sec time bins after cue onset showed no significant main effect of sequential time bin ($F(3,105) = 2.13$, ns), no significant effect of group ($F(1,35) = 1.76$, ns), or interaction between time and group ($F(3,105) = 1.81$, ns).

Figure 4: mPFC and cue-directed orientation. (a) The distance between the subjects and the corner of the platform nearest the active speaker is plotted during the sensory preconditioning session exposure to the auditory cue and the immediately preceding baseline period. Control subjects approached the active speaker during the cue more than subjects with lesions to the mPFC. (b) The head angle relative to the location of the active speaker during the baseline period and cue exposure is plotted. Control subjects maintained head orientation towards the location of the auditory cue more than subjects with lesions to the mPFC. (c) The number of seconds spent immobile during the baseline period and after cue onset is plotted. The difference between the control and lesioned groups in seconds spent immobile was not statistically significant.
3.4 Control Group Comparisons

The two experiments were conducted at different times and treated as different studies in the statistical analysis above. However, they had similar behavioral and data analysis procedures. Here, we analyzed the control group data to explore whether the control group subjects in the two studies reacted differently to the cue while exploring the open platform. A mixed design ANOVA on the distance between the control group subjects and the target corner in the sequential 25 sec time blocks after cue onset revealed no significant effect of which study the data came from (F(1,37) = 1.38, ns), nor an interaction between study and time after cue onset (F(3,111) = 0.35, ns). A similar ANOVA on head direction in the sequential 25 sec time blocks after cue onset revealed no significant effect of study (F(1,37) = 0.20, ns), nor an interaction between study and time after cue onset (F(3,111) = 0.05, ns). Finally, an ANOVA on time spent immobile in the sequential 25 sec time blocks after cue onset revealed no significant effect of study (F(1,37) = 1.60, ns), nor an interaction between study and time after cue onset (F(3,111) = 0.56, ns). These results suggest there were only small, and not statistically significant, differences between the control group data in the two studies.

4. Discussion

The results indicate a dissociation in the functions of the hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex during encoding of the source location of an auditory cue. Analysis of cue-directed movement during the memory encoding phase suggests that attention to the cue was enhanced in subjects with hippocampal lesions. A similar analysis of video recordings of rats with lesions to the mPFC indicated that lesioned subjects exhibited less cue-directed attention. These results provide further support for a dissociation of hippocampal and frontal cortical function during incidental memory for the location of cues within an environment. The frontal cortex is important for attention to novel cues and their spatial locations, while the hippocampus is not important for cue-directed attention but nonetheless may be critical for the rapid development of arbitrary associations between cues and locations and the storage of those associations in the brain (27). It has been known for some time that lesions to the hippocampus do not attenuate the orienting response and in fact can reduce the amount of orienting response habituation displayed by rats (28). These results, along with the current ones, point to a role for the hippocampus in generation and storage of associations, rather than attention, during latent learning about the locations of cues. Given the level of neural plasticity displayed by hippocampal neurons, we suggest that during latent learning about cue location the cue-location association is initially stored in the hippocampus while the frontal cortex is important for cue-directed attention.

The subjects experienced an auditory cue at a corner of an elevated platform during a period of free exploration. The cue was then paired with shock, and the subjects placed back on the platform in a test session. Control subjects avoided the corner that had been near the location of the cue more than subjects with damage to the dorsal hippocampus. Avoidance at the test baseline reflects recollection of the location at which the cue occurred during preconditioning. When the cue was then presented from the original corresponding speaker, lesioned subjects also began avoiding the target corner. Avoidance after cue onset at test assesses cue recognition and provides a control assuring that the subjects with hippocampal lesions were capable of avoidance performance. Less avoidance of the paired location during the test baseline period by the lesioned subjects must thus reflect a memory failure, rather than lesion-induced hyperactivity or other performance deficit.

4.1. The hippocampus and incidental learning about the location of cues.

The effect of hippocampal lesions on sensory preconditioning depends on the nature of the preconditioning procedure. For example, sensory preconditioning involving auditory and visual cues is sensitive to hippocampal damage (29-31), but sensory preconditioning of gustatory cues survives hippocampal lesion (32). Iordanova et al (33) conducted a discriminative sensory preconditioning task involving pairings of auditory cues with spatial contexts and showed that ability to form and express associations between a cue and spatial context can survive hippocampal lesion. Two contexts and two auditory cues were used, with each context paired with a cue across
multiple days. Rats with hippocampal lesions were able to freeze more in the appropriate context after one of the two auditory cues was paired with shock, indicating that they encoded and retrieved the spatial sensory association. Yet an effect of hippocampal lesion was observed after the element of time of day was introduced to the task; each auditory cue was paired with one context in the morning and with the other context in the afternoon. After one of the auditory cues was paired with shock, control rats froze in the appropriate context depending on the time of day the test was conducted. Rats with hippocampal lesions were unable to make this three-element (i.e., cue, context, and time of day) configural association (see also (34-36)).

Here, we observed an effect of hippocampal damage on cue-location preconditioning without a third configural element. It is possible that we obtained an effect of hippocampal lesion because of the single-trial nature of the current task or because subjects must encode and recall the specific location of the cue, rather than only its presence within a particular context. Given Iordanova et al (33) used a limited number of contexts and cues, it is possible that the discrepancy in results can be explained by greater reliance on familiarity-based recognition in the previous study. The subjects in Iordanova et al (33) and similar studies may create associations that are based on limited numbers of cues and contexts using familiarity memory, based on binding mechanisms (37) or associative familiarity (38). In contrast, the hippocampus may be required to support tasks relying more on recollection of more elements (as in the three-way configural experiment by Iordanova et al (33)) or recollection of multiple (e.g., more locations as in the current study) associates. This interpretation is consistent with the role of the hippocampus in recollection but not in familiarity. One trial learning about the location of food reinforcement requires a functional hippocampus in rats (39), and human subjects with hippocampal damage who are given incidental single exposures to cues at specific locations in the environment are subsequently unable to recall details about those locations (10, 40).

4.2. Attention and learning

The sensory preconditioning task we used is similar to source memory procedures in which human subjects are incidentally exposed to cues in an environment, and then later assessed on whether they can recollect the location or details about the context in which the cues were experienced (e.g. (3, 7)). Cansino (12) for example presented pictures of objects at various quadrants on a screen and asked subjects to respond whether the objects were natural or artificial. Then, in a surprise recall test, the subjects were presented with some of the objects at the screen center, along with some new objects, and asked whether they have seen the object before, and if so, to indicate the original location. Both hippocampal and prefrontal cortical activation are related to accurate induction and recollection of the screen location of cues, while cue recognition is not associated with such activity (2, 3, 7).

Evidence we reported here and previous evidence has suggested that the effect of frontal cortex damage on source memory can be accounted for by reduced attention to cues. In both rodents and humans, damage to the frontal cortex leads to smaller orienting responses to novel cues (15, 16, 41) and source memory impairment related to impaired frontal cortical function can be eliminated through instructions to specifically attend to the context of the cue during induction (17). This suggests that subjects with frontal cortex damage can recall source information as long as sufficient attention to the cues and their sources occurred during encoding.

The medial temporal lobe has also been shown to mediate attention in that human subjects with pathology that includes the hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, and the entorhinal cortex showed a loss of reactivity to novel stimuli in event-related potentials (18). However, it has also been shown in rodents that lesions restricted to the hippocampus can enhance or prolong orienting responses to novel cues (42). One hypothesis regarding attention and hippocampal function has been that attentional networks such as that which occurs in the mPFC can lead to increased stability of hippocampal cell place fields and spatial task performance (43, 44). The hippocampus sends strong projections to the mPFC (45), but the reciprocal connection from the mPFC to the hippocampus is indirect. There is a large indirect connection via the nucleus reuniens of the thalamus (46), and the mPFC also has a smaller level of projection to the entorhinal cortex (47). The results of the current
study largely support models of hippocampal and frontal cortical functioning that suggest the hippocampus may not itself be essential for attention to the location of novel cues, but is essential for subsequent memory of their locations in the environment, while the frontal cortex is important for cue-directed attention and consequently for the encoding of cue location by the hippocampus.
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